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**CURRENT TOPICS**


**The CIA and the Politics of US Intelligence Reform**, by Brent Durbin (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


**The Future is History: How Totalitarianism Reclaimed Russia**, by Masha Gessen (62, 2 [June 2018] John Ehrman)*


**The Selling of the CIA: Public Relations and the Culture of Secrecy**, by David Shamus McCarthy (62 3 [September 2018] Bookshelf)


---

Following book titles and author names are the *Studies in Intelligence* issue in which the review appeared and the name of the reviewer. All bookshelf reviews are by Hayden Peake.
GENERAL

*The Arab World and Western Intelligence: Analyzing the Middle East, 1956–1981*, by Dina Rezk (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


*The National Security Enterprise: Navigating the Labyrinth*, by Roger Z. George and Harvey Rishikof (eds.) (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


*Spy Chiefs: Intelligence Leaders in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia*, Volume 2 edited by Paul Maddrell, Christopher Moran, Ioanna Iordanou, and Mark Stout (62, 1 [March 2018] Bookshelf)


*Principled Spying: The Ethics of Secret Intelligence*, by David Omand and Mark Phythian (62 3 [September 2018] Bookshelf)

HISTORICAL

*Before Intelligence Failed: British Secret Intelligence on Chemical and Biological Weapons in the Soviet Union, South Africa and Libya*, by Mark Wilkinson (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)

*Beirut Rules: The Murder of a CIA Station Chief and Hezbollah’s War Against America*, by Fred Burton and Samuel Katz (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


*A Brotherhood of Spies: The U-2 and the CIA’s Secret War*, by Monte Reel (62 3 [September 2018] Bookshelf)


*The CASSIA Spy Ring in World War II Austria: A History of the OSS’s Maier-Messner Group*, by C.
Turner (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)

**Churchill’s Spy Files: MI5’s Top-Secret Wartime Reports**, by Nigel West (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


**Cold War Spymaster: The Legacy of Guy Liddell Deputy Director of MI5**, by Nigel West (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


**Double Agent Victoire: Mathilde Carré and the Interallié Network**, by David Tremain (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


**The Ghosts of Langley: Into the CIA’s Heart of Darkness**, by Howard Blum (62, 2 [June 2018] Hayden Peake)


**Hitler’s British Traitors: The Secret History of Spies, Saboteurs and Fifth Columnists**, by Tim Tate (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


**In the Enemy’s House: The Secret Saga of the FBI Agent and the Code Breaker Who Caught the Russian Spies**, by Howard Blum (62, 2 [June 2018] David A. Foy)


Books Reviewed in 2018

Kings and Presidents: Saudi Arabia and the United States since FDR, by Bruce Riedel (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)

King of Spies: The Dark Reign of America’s Spymaster in Korea, by Blaine Harden (62, 1 [March 2018] David A. Foy)


Misdetecting the Realm: How MI5’s Incompetence Enabled Communist Subversion of Britain’s Institutions during the Nazi-Soviet Pact, by Antony Percy (62 3 [September 2018] Bookshelf)


Neither Peace Nor Freedom: The Cultural Cold War in Latin America, by Patrick Iber (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


A Political Family: The Kuczynskis, Fascism, Espionage and the Cold War, by John Green (62 3 [September 2018] Bookshelf)


The Secret World: A History of Intelligence, by Christopher Andrew (62 4 [December 2018] Leslie C.)


The Spy and The Traitor: The Greatest Espionage Story of the Cold War, by Ben MacIntyre (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


The Spy Who Changed History: The Untold Story of How the Soviet Union Won the Race, for America’s Secrets, by Svetlana Lokhova (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)

Taking of K-129: How the CIA Used Howard Hughes to Steal a Russian Sub in the Most Daring Covert Operation in History, by Josh Dean (62, 2 [June 2018] Bookshelf)


The Woman Who Fought An Empire: Sarah Aaronsohn and Her NILI Spy Ring, by Gregory J. Wallance (62 4 [December 2018] Bookshelf)


MEMOIR

Facts and Fears: Hard Truths from a Life in Intelligence, James R. Clapper, with Trey Brown (62 4 [December 2018] reviews by David Foy and Jason Manosevitz)

Foxtrot in Kandahar: A Memoir of a CIA Officer in Afghanistan at the Inception of America’s Longest War, by Duane Evans (62, 1 [March 2018] Bookshelf)


INTELLIGENCE ABROAD


FICTION

Need to Know, by Karen Cleveland (62, 2 [June 2018] John Ehrman)

Transcription, by Kate Atkinson (62 4 [December 2018] John Ehrman)

FILM

Beirut, by Radar Pictures, Screenplay by Tony Gilroy (62 3 [September 2018] Brent Geary)

The Death of Stalin, by Main Journey and Quad Productions (62, 2 [June 2018] John Kavanagh)